Within the monolayer, physical forces are transmitted between each cell and its substrate, which are called traction forces, and between each cell and its immediate neighbors, which are called the intercellular forces (Fig. S1 ). The local intercellular force per unit area of contact defines the local intercellular stress, which comprises two mutually independent components: the normal stress (depicted as red arrows acting perpendicular to the local cell-cell junction) and the shear stress (depicted as a blue arrow acting parallel to the local cell-cell junction). These stresses at the cell-cell junction necessarily extend into and become supported by mechanical stresses within the cell body. We have previously introduced a method to measure the distribution of traction forces that an advancing cellular monolayer exerts on its substrate.
Figure S1 | Mechanical forces in sheet of migrating cells.
We have previously introduced a method to measure the distribution of traction forces that an advancing cellular monolayer exerts on its substrate.
1, 2
Here we build upon that approach in order to measure not just those traction forces, but from these data to measure the intercellular normal stresses and shear stresses that each cell exerts upon its immediate neighbors.
General approach:
The intercellular stress is a local outcome of the overall balance of cell-substrate tractions across the entire monolayer as demanded by Newton's laws. Traction forces exerted locally by each cell on the substrate are balanced at distances significantly larger than the size of the cell, however. 2 Local variations in monolayer height can induce moments and out-of-plane stresses in principle, but the lateral extent of the monolayers in question here is at least three orders of magnitude greater than the thickness, and that thickness is approximately uniform (Fig. S4) . Such a system therefore lends itself naturally to a formal two-dimensional balance of line tensions (force per unit length) in a system of zero thickness, and makes recovery of intercellular line tensions rigorous.
Only as a matter of computational convenience, we calculate this two-dimensional force balance within the monolayer by representing the cellular monolayer instead as a thin elastic sheet. This is permissible because, if the traction distribution is known, then the force balance itself does not depend upon cell material properties. Line tensions (in units of force per unit length) and the more familiar units of stress (force per unit area) are related through a uniform monolayer height, h (Supplement 4), but the underlying force balance itself, being two-dimensional, does not depend upon the assumption of uniform cell height. For simplicity, therefore, and without loss of generality, the remainder of the text deals solely in terms of familiar stress components.
As such, the internal stress tensor ) , ( y x ij  is treated as plane stress in the y x, plane, where i and j run over the coordinates y x, ; all stress components associated with the z direction vanish. The measured local tractions ) , ( y x T i are the components of the shear stresses exerted by the cells on the substrate, and hence by Newton's third law, the forces exerted by the substrate on the monolayer are simply the negative of these tractions. Since at any instant there is no net force on the monolayer as a whole, these tractions must precisely balance the internal stresses generated within the monolayer. This balance of forces is formally represented by the equations of mechanical equilibrium,
where we use the Einstein convention of summation over repeated indices and j , () denotes
. From the form of Eq. S1, it is clear that the source term on the right hand side can be thought of equivalently as a body force, although one that is nonuniform and time-varying. The internal stresses, ij  , are those required to balance the measured traction forces irrespective of whether monolayer material is active or passive, elastic or visco-elastic, linear or nonlinear. The key assumption is only that the monolayer is treated as a continuum.
Boundary conditions and boundary artifacts: Eq. S1 describes an elliptical boundary value problem. Boundary conditions on the free edge of the monolayer were taken to be homogeneous in stress, 0  , where j n denotes the components of the vector normal to the boundary. Imposition of this zero normal displacement condition is physically equivalent to continuing the monolayer outside the field of view as a mirror image, but this continuation introduces artifactual reaction forces along the boundary. Depending upon their spatial distribution, the stresses due to these reaction forces decay as r / 1 or faster, but far from the edges the local stress field is dominated by the source term -the traction forces, i T . As such, regions in which the boundary effects contribute appreciably to the result can be cropped out. Here we report measurements in a region that is beyond 130 μm from the field of view edges, as this inner region is largely free of boundary artifacts. To quantify associated errors we made scatter plots of average normal stresses within the inner as calculated from the maximum (actual) field of view edges against those calculated from successively smaller (cropped) fields of view. Up to a cropping distance of 60 μm from the maximum field of view, the average normal stresses within the inner region were strongly correlated ( 2 r > 0.98, 0 < intercept< -20Pa, and 1 < slope < 0.95), thus establishing insensitivity of stresses in the inner region to the placement of the boundary.
Principal stresses and principal orientations: Eigenvalue decomposition of the stress tensor defines the principal stresses ( max  and min  ) and the corresponding mutually perpendicular eigenvectors define the local orientation of these stresses. By definition, each of these eigenvectors also defines the orientation of zero shear stress. We also compute the scalar tension within the sheet which is local average normal stress, defined as 2 / ) (
Implementation by finite element analysis (FEA):
Solving the equilibrium equations is equivalent to solving the boundary value problem of minimization of total potential energy per unit thickness of the monolayer defined by
, where ij  is the planar strain tensor, and R is the bounded domain, subjected to the boundary conditions described above. We minimize this functional with respect to displacements ) , ( y x u j such that conditions at the domain boundaries are satisfied, as described below. From these displacements, which are automatically compatible, we compute both strains and stresses in the monolayer.
As noted above, the specific material properties of the monolayer have no effect on the recovered distribution of intercellular forces. Without loss of generality, therefore, the monolayer is treated as an isotropic homogeneous elastic sheet with Young's modulus of 10kPa, Poisson's ratio of 0.5, and height of 5 m. This sheet is uniformly discretized into four-node square elements ( Fig S2, b , c) such that the FEA grid matches the traction grid recovered from FTTM. This grid is dense enough so that the internal stresses essentially independent of the size of elements. This FEA scheme then transforms the boundary value problem into a system of linear equations, which are solved for the local displacements using standard Cholesky factorization. From these displacements we calculate stresses through the constitutive equation
where ij  is the Kronecker delta.
Explicitly, xx  and yy  are normal stresses along the laboratory  x and  y axes, and ) ( yx xy    is the shear stress, also in the laboratory frame. Diagonalizing ij  amounts to a rotation, equivalent to the eigenvalue decomposition noted above, from which the principal stresses are obtained, and in this rotated system the shear stresses are zero. The entire FEA scheme is implemented using an in-house FORTRAN90 program.
Effect of isotropy and homogeneity of the material properties: Anisotropy and heterogeneity of material properties can influence the magnitude of stresses, but contribute only weakly to the recovery of orientation of planes with zero shear stress. This weak dependence is confirmed through the observation on RPME cells that the maximal principal stress orientations which are local axis of highest tension aligns with the cell orientation ( Fig. 2 e and Fig S4) which, for these spindle-like cells, is largely orientation of actin stress fibers.
Measurement of gel deformation: As described previously 2 , traction forces were determined from gel deformations. Gel deformations were quantified from images of embedded fluorescent markers after correcting for microscope stage drift. By contrast with our previous report 2 , however, here we corrected for stage drift using an improved and simplified method. We begin with a phase contrast image of cells and a fluorescent image of markers embedded near the surface of the gel, and then acquire subsequent image pairs at 5 minute intervals for a period of 3-4 hours. To correct for stage drift, in these subsequent fluorescent images we matched embedded markers in an unstrained region of the gel with the same markers from the first fluorescent image. This drift correction was achieved with the help of an in-house image acquisition program developed using MATLAB. This technique of recording gel deformation provides highly reproducible and precise measurements. At the end of the experiment, cells were detached from the gel surface with isotonic 10X trypsin for 1 h followed by acquisition of drift corrected reference image of the fluorescent markers. All experiments were conducted in culture environment (37 o C, and 5% CO 2 ) on an inverted optical microscope at magnification 7.5X for RPME cells and 10X for other cells.
Measurement of cellular velocities:
The cellular velocity field within the monolayer is measured by particle imaging velocimetry (PIV). Specifically, an image from sequence of phase contrast images recorded at an interval t  is compared with the succeeding image. And window pairs, one to each image, are examined for cross correlation as a function of shifting window position. The shift of one window relative to the reference (window from image at earlier time) that maximizes the cross correlation function is taken as the displacement of the center of that window. Together with t  , this determines the velocity of the central point of the reference window. This procedure is then repeated across the entire field, and a velocity map is constructed at each grid point in the pixelated plane. There is sufficient phase contrast between the cell interiors and the cell-cell boundary junctions such that this is a robust procedure within the sheet. Cell culture: All the cells were cultured on plastic flasks and incubated at 37ºC with 5% CO 2 .
Cells Medium

Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK) (strain II)
Modified Eagle's medium (MEM) with Earle's salts supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2mM lglutamine, 100U/ml penicillin, and 100 g/ml streptomycin
Rat pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells (RPMEC)
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI-1640) supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin and, 100 g/ml streptomycin, and Fungizone 3 . MCF10A with overexpressing ErbB2 MCF10A with overexpressing HA-tagged 14-3-3ζ MCF10A control (vector) Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM)/F12 supplemented with 5% donor horse serum, 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF), 10 lg/ml insulin, 0.5 lg/ml hydrocortisone, 100 ng/ml cholera toxin, and antibiotics 4 Cell seeding: A 4l drop of dense cell solution (8 million cells/ml) was gently suspended on the center of the gel containing 2ml media. The cells were then kept at 37 o C and 5% CO 2 for 48 hours to form confluent circular monolayer that migrates radially outwards.
Preparation of polyacrylamide gel substrates: Polyacrylamide substrate preparation was similar to published protocol 2 .
Supplement 3. Tractions exerted by the cells on its substrate.
Figure S3 | Traction forces exerted by the RPME monolayer upon its substrate. Color-coded map of xcomponent of the traction force (corresponding to the monolayer shown in Fig. 2 a) . Overlain upon this map are white arrows depicting complete traction vectors (both x and y components). Fluctuations of these tractions forces vary over length scales small compared with fluctuations of intercellular stresses (compare Fig. 2 b) because traction forces correspond to the gradient of those intercellular stresses (Eq. S1). Equivalently, Eq. S1 requires the rugged landscape of intercellular stress (Fig. 2b) to arise from the pile-up (accumulation) of these tractions forces.
Supplement 4. Monolayer height and its variations.
MSM is based upon nothing more than a rigorous two-dimensional force balance enforced in the cell plane. Since monolayer breadth greatly exceeds its height, a resulting state of plane stress provides computational convenience to the stress recovery procedure. Using confocal imaging of the monolayer we observe that, the first two cell rows excepted, monolayer height is roughly constant (Fig. S4) . The recovered stress maps engenders errors in proportional to the ratio between the real and the assumed local monolayer height. As such, for regions greater than 20m from the leading edge these errors would be smaller than 20%. Therefore, the profound ruggedness of the stress landscape and the associated long-range correlations of the maximum principal orientations cannot be attributed to these small variations in monolayer height. Distribution of angle,  , between the cell orientation and maximum principal stress orientation. The distribution is composed of more than 8000 observations. Vertical size of (a) is 545 μm. Supplement 6. In the endothelial monolayer, the coarse actin structure tends to be aligned with the orientation of cell body. Using a wound/scratch assay, Farooqui and Fenteany 6 reported that cells located many rows behind the leading edge protrude underneath their neighbors. They called these protrusions "cryptic lamellidopia". To test whether submarginal cells within an expanding MDCK monolayer also extend cryptic lamellipodia we seeded an epithelial colony containing MDCK cells stably expressing either actin-GFP or -actinin-RFP (Nelson Lab, Stanford). Using confocal microscopy during expansion of the colony we observed abundant cryptic lamellipodia at least 20 rows behind the leading edge (Fig. S7) . Therefore wounding is not required for the existence of cryptic lamellipodia in submarginal cells. For RPME cell monolayers, cumulative probability distribution of the alignment angle,  , is plotted as a function of quintiles of local average normal stress, curves from blue, to red are in the order of higher quintiles. Unlike the magnitude of local stress anisotropy shown in Fig. 2 i, the magnitude of local average normal stress is unrelated to the shape of ) ( P . Each curve has more than 8,000 observations.
Supplement 9. Fluctuations, correlations, and the glass transition.
When a force is applied to an elastic medium, its effects decay ideally as 1/r. But this decay is not to be confused with force fluctuations and the decay in their correlation function. To fix this latter idea, we consider the correlation decay in systems that might be considered as standards. We consider two examples that are not only instructive but also may bear parallels to the physics at play in the cellular monolayer.
We consider first the ideal and well-known case of the 2-D Ising model 39 of spin glasses above the glass transition temperature, Tc. In such systems the local spin interacts only with that of nearest neighbors. All interactions are strictly local. Even though all interactions are local the spin-spin correlation decays in space exponentially. 39 As the temperature decreases to approach Tc, moreover, successive local alignments of nearest neighbors causes long range order to emerge and the spin-spin correlation length to diverge.
We consider next an experimental model system for jamming in soft granular matter, namely, the 2-D assembly of soft, photoelastic disks. 40 When subjected to isotropic compression, force correlation length is as little as one disk diameter and the correlation function has close to a single exponential decay. But when subjected to mechanical shear, disk-disk contact forces line up into force chains, and as the jamming transition is approached the correlation length grows to span the full breadth of the system.
With these models in mind we now return to force correlation data in the monolayer (Fig. 5) , which show evidence not only of force chains but also increase in the correlation length as cellular density increases. Taken together with previous observations of dramatic slowing of the cellular dynamics with increasing cellular crowding 41 , one is led to the hypothesis that these monolayers operate physiologically in the neighborhood of a glass transition.
Supplement 10. Mechanically guided motion as an integrative physiological principle.
Although we have learned a great deal from recent studies of the standard model of the solitary cell crawling in isolation [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , in that system the physical constraints imposed by neighboring cells are not present and the innately cooperative mechanism at issue here is silenced. Consideration of the mechanical nature of the cellcell interaction has led us to the observation that the orientation of local migration velocity aligns strongly with orientation of the maximal principal stress. This finding implies that each cell within the migrating epithelial or endothelial monolayer remodels itself locally so as to minimize shear stresses between itself and its immediate neighbors. This unanticipated finding complements other integrative physiological principles including Wolff's law of bone remodeling 12 , Murray's law of vascular remodeling 13, 14 , Kleiber's law of metabolic scaling [15] [16] [17] , and McMahon's law of elastic similarity. 18, 19 In addition, this finding is closely related but complementary to Steinberg's hypothesis of differential adhesion for cell sorting and segregation. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Movie SM1 | Maps of cell-substrate and cell-cell stresses. Time lapsed sequence of physical forces in the rat pulmonary microvascular endothelial (RPME) cell monolayer. As seen in the top left panel, the spindly cells move largely along long axis. During this motion, the cells apply on their substrate tractions that have dramatic spatio-temporal fluctuations (top right panel). The cells transfer the mechanically unbalanced part of the local traction to their neighbors, and on contrary to the tractions, the resulting average normal stresses have less frequent spatial fluctuations (bottom right panel). The intercellular stresses are highly anisotropic as the local maximum shear stresses are comparable to the average normal stress (bottom left panel). Cells in regions with higher stress anisotropy display stronger alignment between maximal principal stress and cell velocity. The sequence is 90 minutes long and 725x545 μm 2 in spatial extent.
Movie SM2 | Collective migration occurs along local axis of highest normal stress. Time lapsed sequence of rat pulmonary microvascular endothelial (RPME) cell monolayer overlapped with cell velocity vectors (red) and stress ellipses (blue). Long axis of the stress ellipse defines the local axis of highest normal stress, and the cell motion is locally aligned with this axis. The sequence is 90 minutes long and 725x545 μm
